
 

 
 

Minutes of the Council meeting at Plas Dolerw on Saturday, 13 July 2019 

Present: Anne Brenchley, Heather Crump, Richard Facey, Mick Green, Bob Haycock, Julian Hughes, Kelvin 

Jones, Alison Noble, Keith Noble, Neil Lambert, Carlton Parry, Giles Pepler, Rhion Pritchard, Ian Spence 

Apologies for absence: Dan Rouse, Iolo Williams 
 

 
19.17  Minutes of 9 March 2019 

 
Accepted. 

 

19.18  Matters arising  

 18.46 Editor’s report 

 
Now that all WOS journals are publicly available on the Biodiversity Heritage 

Library website we no longer have to do as actioned in 18.46. The papers are 

publicly available from two years after publication. Now we only need to post a 

pdf of the latest edition for members until it becomes available via the BHL and 

see minute 19.05. 

 
One, chosen, paper (the most ‘newsworthy’) from the latest edition will be 

made publicly available as a pdf on the WOS website immediately after 

publication. 

 

  To choose a paper from the edition that has just been published. MG 

    

 19.08 BirdFair 2019 

 
AN has arranged sponsorship from Beacon Cottages for making some leaflets 

available. 

 

 19.09 Conference 2019 

 
Cofnod will attend the conference on behalf of the LERC Wales. An optical 

equipment company and book store will also be there at no charge (hopefully 

each will make a donation dependant on sales). There was mention of some 

special beer being made available for sale. 

 

  To investigate the possibility of some WOS Ale. RF 

    



 

19.19  Chair’s report 

 
The final meeting of the fish-eating birds group has taken place and NRW will 

now follow a new policy. In the future, there will be a need to check that the 

policy is being followed. 

 



 

  There will be a meeting on 30 July, in Bangor, about General Licences (because 

some current licences have been found to be illegal). Some useful changes are 

proposed and seem likely to be adopted. JH and NL will be attending. NRW 

wishes to expand the representation of the stakeholder group. 

 

  If any WOS Council member wishes to attend on behalf of WOS, please 

contact MG. 

All 

   
Curlews: Following the positive meeting with Hannah Blythyn the good has 

been undone since Lesley Griffiths took over responsibility. Rachel Taylor has 

produced post cards for records of Curlews – several have been received, 

completed, by BTO Cymru. 

 

19.20    

  Treasurer’s report 

 
The Society is currently in a good financial position. A financial statement was 

emailed to all prior to the meeting. In future the Birds of Wales accounts will be 

shown separately. There has been a sum of £1,000+ received from the 

Publications Licensing Authority. Ongoing such income will be used to support 

the publication of Birds of Wales. 

 

19.21  Membership Secretary’s report 

 
Currently there are 298 members, 9 Affiliates and 11 Life members. 

AN has discussed Gift Aid with Alan Williams. Currently, she has 108 Gift Aid 

forms. After discussion it was agreed that those who tick a box on the form on 

the website can be considered to have consented to Gift Aid. 

 

  To amend the WOS GDPR or Privacy policies to cover the retention period of 

the Gift Aid agreement to meet HMRC rules. 

GP 

   
We need to amend the signatory with the HMRC. 

 

  To become the new signatory and to copy the Gift Aid claim figures to the 

Treasurer. 

AN 

   
AN is finding the MemberPress database horrible to work with as it does not do 

what she needs it to do. 

 

  To discuss with Glynne Kirkham of YellowFly the possibility of a different 

database, preferably British, that will meet Society needs. 

AN, 

GP 

  To investigate problems of members not being able to see the Members’s 

area of the website. 

GP 

   
AN wishes an appeal to recruit more members to be made available as often as 

possible, especially through social media. 

 

  To include a membership form with each publication posted. RP, JH 

  To arrange for a reprint of membership leaflets. SSut 



 

    

  For a subgroup to be formed to push membership, probably to include AN, 

GP, DR. 

MG 

   
The subgroup will consider the question “if I can get so much information on 

line and am a member of the RSPB and BTO, why should I join WOS?” 

 

  For the subgroup to consider this issue. MG, 

AN, 

GP, 

DR 

  To redraft the six reasons for becoming a member of WOS and send to SSut 

before the reprinting of the membership leaflets. 

MG, 

AN, 

GP, 

DR 

  To consider why existing WOS members are members. MG, 

AN, 

GP, 

DR 

  To send to all Council members a list of member names of those with no 

known email address, to encourage them to reconnect with the WOS by 

email. 

AN 

  To provide AN with emails where possible. All 

    

19.22  Editor’s report 

 
Council members were sent a report by RP. Birds in Wales was published earlier 

this year than in previous years. All authors were happy to receive a pdf of their 

papers before publication. 

 

  To encourage people studying birds in Wales to consider publication of results 

in Birds in Wales via the eNewsletter. 

DR 

  To encourage Student Ambassadors to discuss possible publication with other 

students. 

KJ 

  To check if past recipients of small conservation grants have written up 

reports for publication. 

AB 

  To seek more people willing to act as referees for papers submitted. RP 

  For any author who is not a member to be provided with a copy of the journal 

including the paper. 

RP 

   

JH needs assistance with pulling together sections of the Welsh Bird Report – 

for two sections of about 40 species each. 

 

    

19.23  Birds of Wales 

 
RP emailed a progress report to all. Some people have agreed to write species 

accounts for the few remaining ‘unclaimed’ accounts. 92 draft species accounts 

 



 

  have been received and are in the editorial system on Dropbox. JH is looking 

after the introductory chapters. There is a need for a photographic editor. After 

some discussion it was agreed that there could be some drawings included in 

the book. 

 

  To ask Ben Porter if he would be willing to be the Illustrations Editor and 

consider photos and drawings for possible publication in the book. 

MG 

   
HC offered to prepare maps that may be needed. 

 

  To request what maps may be wanted for the weather section. JH 

   
Regarding sponsorship GP reported good progress so far with £11,250 paid 

already. Shared sponsorship started at the beginning of July but there has been 

little response, as yet. 

 

  To send text and links for a tweet about shared sponsorship to RF to be put 

on Tweet Deck. 

GP 

  To contact CIEEM to ask if sponsorship may be mentioned in the Welsh 

member email news 

RF 

  To add the suggestion of corporate sponsorship for £1,000 with a logo and 

species account, subject to approval. 

GP 

  To contact IW about other possible sponsors. RP 

   
GP offered the use of GoToMeeting for any editorial meetings across the 

country (though there have been two attempted meetings that did not work 

satisfactorily). MG suggested use of Zoom. 

 

19.24  BirdFair 2019 

 
Those present added to the checklist of items needed. 

 

  To ask DR to do cards for mounting the pin badges with one side Welsh and 

the other English with the following as possibilities: 

- The WOS logo 

- The web address birdsin.wales 

- The species name in Welsh and English. 

- “Half of the world’s Manx Shearwaters breed in Wales.” 

- “Mae hanner pobolgaeth y byd on Aderyn-drycin Manaw yn nythu 

yng Nghymru.” 

- One card for each badge. 

IMS 

  To try to use a clicker counter to measure footfall at the stand. All 

  To send a rota to be completed by those who will attend the BirdFair: JH, BH, 

Annie Haycock, AB, IMS, AN, KN, GP. 

IMS 

    

19.25  Conference 2019  



 

  KN went through the draft programme he had emailed to all before the 

meeting. Bookings will be made by Eventbrite, as last year. 

 

  To email the names of the original WOS Council members to AN. IMS 

   
GP requested some details to put on the website to publicise the conference. 

 

  To arrange for two large sponge cakes, one decorated, the other not, for 

eating during the afternoon tea break. 

HC 

  To contact Joyce Wilson, AM, about being present for the Question Time or 

Sophie Howe, FG Commissioner, if Mark Isherwood cannot attend 

MG 

  To offer exclusive opportunity to Steffan Messenger. If not, to contact the 

local press. 

MG 

  To send/email the conference programme and agenda for the AGM (including 

the proposed change to the constitution) by mid-October at the latest. 

AN, 

IMS 

  To liaise with GP about the car parking and other arrangements. AN 

  To allow 10 low-cost places for younger people at £10 plus booking fee. GP 

  To check if Cofnod need to have power for their stand. IMS 

  To arrange for six new Lifetime Achievement Awards to be made, with the 

new WOS logo. 

JH 

  To ask for nominations of individuals for the Lifetime Achievement Award via 

the website. 

GP 

  To donate raffle prizes. All 

    

19.26  Willow Tit survey 

 
Lots of people signed up to surveys but there have been relatively few returns. 

There is one more year but there is a need to communicate with possible 

observers over the winter to inspire them to do the survey. 

 
In Pembrokeshire, a problem was that Willow Tits seem to breed later than the 

advice notes suggested so some observers may have stopped surveying too 

early. 

 

  To negotiate a change to the advice notes about the timing of the breeding 

season with Simon Wotton. 

AB 

  To request IW to mention the survey during his talk at the conference. MG 

  To update a Willow Tit map for the Welsh Bird Report. IMS 

    

19.27  Small conservation grants 

 
One grant was given for a study of Hawfinch. 

 



 

  The Little Tern Project has proceeded with fitting GPS trackers but there will be 

no results until next year at the earliest. 

 

  To provide GP with details of grants awarded to be put on the website. AB 

    

19.28  Proposed change to the constitution 

 
A proposal will be put at the AGM for item 4.1.1 to be reworded as 

“individuals up to and including 25 years of age, at a discounted rate, to 

have access to electronic versions of publications only;” 

 

    

19.29  Council succession 

 
Jez Smith is still keen to join Council. AB will be proposed and if elected will 

become Vice Chair. 

 

  To inform DR about Tweet Deck. RF 

    

19.30  Lifetime Achievement Awards 

 
Council needs a volunteer to take over from JH from November 2019. MG 

volunteered for one year only. 

 

    

19.31  eMedia 

Twitter and Facebook have gone rather quiet with a lack of news feeds. 

The website has had 604 users over the last 30 days and 1900 page views. 

 

19.32  BTO Cymru 

 
The gull survey in Wales has had most squares covered. KJ has been shocked at 

the lack of breeding gulls. In Pembrokeshire, gulls seemed to like nesting on 

roofs with a vertical structure (eg a chimney) against which they could build a 

nest. 

 
BTO Cymru was involved with Action for Conservation, a youth project in 

Brecon. There will be a similar event at Stackpole. 

 
In future there will be no newsletter for Welsh BTO members as the last one 

took too long to put together. However, there will be items on a Welsh blog or 

in BTO News. KJ was thanked for getting the new book such a prominent place 

in the last BTO News. 

 
KJ will try to get a version of a paper about the success, or lack of it, with Tir 

Gofal to be printed in Birds in Wales. 

 

19.33  RSPB Cymru 

 
Chough 

NRW Funding now confirmed to: 

 



 

  • Review guidance & evidence for SPA boundaries in north Wales 

• Analyse Cross & Stratford data to assess population dynamic 

Mid—North Wales 

• Establish evidence of under lying population dynamics – aging 

population; low recruitment due to poor post fledging survival 

Curlew 

• ENRAW bids unsuccessful 

• Small grants for RSPB/MWT/GWCT/DCS to carry out surveys; do 

some local intervention work 

• RSPB submitting UK wide LIFE bid but much less funding for 

Wales 

• Denbighshire Countryside Service submitting SMS bid for their 

area in Clwydian Range AONB 

• BTO tracking work continuing on Anglesey / Migneint 

• BTO population demographics project funded by NRW at final 

draft – 15 years is potential time to point of no return in Wales 

for curlew 

• UK Curlew Summit 10 Downing street on Monday 8 July 

Organised by Mary Colwell / Lord Randall (PM special advisor) 

only junior ministers 

Wales represented by Mark Isherwood, Pat Lindley, Tony Cross 

Value of Species Champions highlighted and how they need to 

continue being supported 

• RSPB talking to NRW about updating curlew data set (Glastir 

maps – tree planting/sensitivity re wind farms) and SPA options 

Hen Harrier 

• 6 tags available, 4 attached male and female from two nests in 

early July (ie 2 males, 2 females tagged) 

• Concerns continue re hen harrier persecution – further to two 

birds disappearing near Ruabon last year, there was also a raven 

poisoning (bendiocarb) in August 2018. Found near road by 

member of the public. Press release by RSPB. 

General Licences 

(Many thanks to NL for his notes). 

 

  To prepare a statement about the revision of General Licence arrangements 

in Wales and WOS approval of NRW’s move 

MG 

    

19.34  WRP report 

 
There was no report. 

 

  To contact Steve Stansfield to ask about the timing of the name change for 

the WRP. 

IMS 

    

  Ian M Spence  

  14 July 2019  



 

   

Dates of next meetings: 

14 March 2020 

11 July 2020 

21 November 2020 

 

    

    

 


